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In the first book of this series, The Prince Warriors, five children, Xavier, Evan, Levi, Manuel, and
Brianna, were drawn into the Unseen world of Ahoratos and were made Prince and Princess Warriors by
Ruwach, a creature robed in purple. Their adventures continue in this second book, The Prince Warriors
and the Unseen Invasion. The Warriors return to Ahoratos where they receive seeds and instructions
from Ruwach. The Prince and Princess Warriors are attacked by Ponéros, the enemy of Ahoratos, and
learn to use their seeds as shields. On the way back home, Evan takes a key and Brianna takes a Sypher,
a creature with the ability to twist thoughts. This act opens a portal from Ahoratos to the children’s
world, leading to the Unseen Invasion. Before the invasion, however, the Warriors meet Ivy, another
Princess Warrior and together they are drawn to Ahoratos. Ruwach gives the children helmets and their
assignments, sending the children in different directions. While the Warriors battle the Ents, evil metal
butterflies of the enemy, Levi tries to convince Brianna to put on her helmet to save her from the
Sypher, and Evan struggles to open the quaritan. Only opening the quaritan can stop the Unseen
Invasion. Read this exciting book yourself to find out what happens.
The second book of The Prince Warriors series is just as, if not more, intriguing than the first book. I
recommend The Prince Warriors and the Unseen Invasion for ages 9-12, although it is great for all ages.
There are several things I enjoyed about this book. As in the first book, there is much symbolism of the
spiritual world of a Christian, such as The Source symbolizing God. It is quite an entertaining read, with
its battles and adventures. The Prince Warriors series is definintely a fantasy adventure. Although there
are battles, they are not gruesome as the Warriors are fighting robot type creatures. This makes it a book
that younger and/or sensitive children can read without much parental guidance.
In The Prince Warriors and the Unseen Invasion, parents should know that the children have some hiccups
and struggles in their relationships throughout the book. The relationships stay strong and are all restored
in the end. There is some rudeness to adults and children alike, as well as some stealing and negative
thinking. All wrongs are made right and the wrongdoers apologize and are forgiven. By the end of the
book everything is back to how it should be. I am sure that anyone that reads this book will thoroughly
enjoy it.
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